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Liquifa:tion of fluid saturated rocks due to explosion-induced stress waves

T. N. Dey and J. A. Brown

Earth and Environmental Sciences Division
Los Alamos National Laboratory
Lo~ Alamos, NM 87545

ABSTRACT
Shock-induced liquefaction of a water-saturated rock may occur during the passage of a large amplitude stress wave, such as that due to an explosive.
We
studied

this

phenomena

numerically

with

the aid of a material

model

which

incorporates
effective stress principles, and experimentally
with a gas gun. Our
numerical model is capable of calculating
material response for both small and
large deformation
and any initial saturation.
Phase transitions of the solid
phase

and the water

phase

are also allowed.

Fitting

the model

to d]y gas gun

experiments allowed reasonable predictions of nearly saturated experiments.
Liquefaction, the loss of shear strength when pore pressure exceeds the mean
stress, appears to occur during the unloading
portion of these experiments.
The pore crushing which occurs, even under fully saturated
conditions,
leads
of the rock and a
to greater attenuation
of a stress wave, as well as Iiquifaction
lengthening
f~f the wave duration,
as the wave passes.
“

1. INTROD[;CT1ON
The rnm-haniral lmha~~i(]r ~Jf many water ~aturated rorks and soils i~ known to
follow thr law of cflec[ive ~tress. ‘]’hiti nmans that a property, such as modulus
(Jr shear strrngth, is a funrti(m of }:
a}~, wht:rr f= is the rman total strem and
fp
is thr ptwc water prcssllre,
and alpha may bc ii cxmstant (w depend on other
c(mdit ions. hlf~st m(drling
of deformation
Iwhavior has assumed infinitesimal
strain r~mditi~ms with the thm)ry hy ljifA (1941 ), (Bi~]t and Willis 1957) bring
t)ne of the tm)st irnpi)rtant
t~)(il~ll)l~fi.More rt!ccnt.]y, (;arro]l ( ] 980) and C(E

w{lrkt~r~ ((;arrl)ll

and Il[)lt ]{]72, ( ‘Ilrrtill nnd (!arr(dl

“1979, Kat~llbe

and (!arr(Jl

1W7a,h) havr IN*CIIir]lport Hnt r(}llt ril)lltf)r~ to this firld, with m~)drls iIM=fIIlf~~r
finitr strain prohlrllls w)(1 rrlat[~rials wittl ~I)hrrirtd porc~. Modrlci usrful for Iargc

iilnplitudr wHvr pr(~l)iigittioll
pr~JJlrnl adds

studim arc frwcr in nulnlmr. ‘1’hr Iargr mnplitudr
to thr cf~rlIplrxiticfi of nfjn-lil]cwr rwiporlsr of thr Ixwr wntcr and
I

the rock solids, as well as pore crushing, shear and tensile failure. The model
by Swift and Burton (1984) is an example and uses an incremental approach to
solve for the stresscs at each computational cycle. Garg, ct al (1974, 1975) also
developed a numerical model for large amplitude problems and stuclied some
1-D wave propagation problems.
Fit ting model parameters can be tedious and difficult, and the presence of
phase transitions in the solids component of a rock adds a further level of
complexity. Our model implementation reduces these difficulties and is WCII
suited for use in finite difference stress wave propagation codes. After outlining
the model, some examples of its use in stress wave propagation are shown.
We also present results of gas gun experiments on dry and saturated limestone
which demonstrutc some of the results of the model.
2. NUMERICAL

MODEL FOR EFFECTIVE

STRESS RESPONSE

In contr=t to most other effective stress models, which are formulated according
to ;m incremental approach, this mo(.lcl uses the integrated quantities, In typical
finite difference stress wave propagation codes, the specific volume is the known
quantity at the start of each time step, and the new values of the stress tensor
must be determined. For the P-V behavior of an effective stress material, the
mean total stress, the pore water volume and the pore water pressure all must
be found from this specific volume. We assume here that flow of water through
the rock is small during the passage of a stress wave, ie. undrained conditions.
To do this the following equations arc defined:

(1)

vb(P,Pp,E) = vp(P,Pp,Ew)+ v,(p,pp,~s)

(2)
Wc UIYOuse equution

(3)

VP(R PP, Ew) = d(pc]f)~l(p,
of state

rclationAips

V.(P,PP,E.)

PP, E)

.

for the solids and the water:

= v.(J’s, G),

aml

(4)
or

(5)

Pp = 0 for Ilnwltllrntrd conditions
2

.

The mean solids pressure and the effective pressure are defined as:

(6)

(7)

Pefj
‘“=(l+)+P’

Peff

=P–

PP .

The remaining terms have the following definitions:
Vb:
specifi; volume of the bulk material
Vp: pore volume
v,: solids volume
v“w. pore water volume, = Vp for saturated conditions
P:
mean total stress
Pp:
pore water pressure
P,:
mean stress in solids component
porosity
4:
;pecific- internal energy of bulk material
E:
specific internal energy of rock solids
E,:
E w:
specific int emal energy of pore water
V.(F’,, ~,) and PW(VW,Ew) are both found from equation of state tables. The
porosity is assumed to be a function of only the effective pressure P – Pp, an
awmmption made by Carroll (1980) in his model development. Nur and Bycrlce
(1971) proved this assumption for materials with a linear elastic homogeneous
solid phase. This same assumption is also implied by Equation 64 of Swift and
Burton (1984). As pointed out by Carroll, this assumption has the advantage
of allowing the solids response to be separated from the other contributions to
the material response. In our implementation, the porosity-effective pressure
relationship is used in tabular form and is generated direct Iy from pressure-bulk
volume measurement a from drained experiments (Pp =0) by solving the rclat ion

(8)

assuming the solids P – V relationship is known a!nd where the substitution of
equation (6) for the solids pressure has already been made. For a linear solid,
equation (8) reduces to quadratic function of ( 1 - ~) and is easily solved.
During n numerical simulation, cquutions (1)-(7) arc solved simultancoudy
for P, Pp, and Vp. Note that all the pnrmneters required to define thc model,
namely the cquaticms of state of the solids and the water, aq well Lq the pmosity
cnn lx dcfinml clircctly from experimental duta,
Dcviatoric rmponw: in the mmlcl i~ contmllml hy n slmtr kilurc rtwclopc
together with w shmr mochdus dcfhcrl either directly or from a l%isson’~ rmtio together with the currmt bulk mmlulm defined by the P – V Mmvior.
3
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The shear failure strength is assumed to depend on the effective pressure as
defined by (7), which is the conventional assumption. Initial and ~till I;lte failure envelopes are specified by tables which can be defied directly from triaxial
strength tests. Interpolation Ix;tween these two envelopes is done according to a
hardening parameter based ml the plastic work. Dilatancy and shear-enhanced
void collapse are incorporated by either an associated or general non-associated
flow rule, which then feds back to the ~– V behavioz by a porosity adjustment.
Curran and Carroll (1979) were able to treat shear-enhimced void collapse with
their spherical pore model. Ln general, both this effect and dilatancy may occur in the same rock sample at different times in the same experiment, so wc
choose to leave this part of the model in a form which can be empirically fit to
experiment al data.

3. GAS GUN EXPERIMENTS
In order to better understand effective stress phenomena under dynamic loading
conditions, we carried out :1w-xiesof gas gun experiments on Lueder’s limestone.
This limestone has a porosity of about 16.5%, and samples were either d~ or
were saturated to between 90% and 1OO$ZO
of complctc saturation. The samples, each about 20 cm diameter and 9 cm long, were impacted with either an
aluminum or steel projectile through a 1.27 cm thick aluminum buffer piate.
Projectile velocities of 150-175 m/s were chosen to give peak stress of 500-1000
MPa in the samples. The higher stresses are reached with saturated samples
and with the steel projectiles. The samples were made of a sandwich of four
rock disks so that carbon piezoresistive stress gages could be inserted in the interior of the sample at various ranges. The data from these gages arc n.mdyzcd
by Lagrangian analysis method (Seaman 1974) to give particle velocity, wave
velocity and stress-strain curves.
Figures la-b show stress wavcftmns and !ongit udinal stress-longitudinal strtain
curves for a dry Lueders lilnestme sample. As should be expected, thl’ - tress
wa-~e
in this sample is highly dispersive and shows a rapidly increasi 11:<rise
time for gages located farther down the sample due to the dissipation from
pore crushing which daays the remainder of the wave after the elastic precursor. The shoulder in the lending edge of thc wave at 150-200 MPa on the
strcm- strain curves is duc to the beginning of shear failure in the sample.
Figl ircs 2a-b show simiiar plots for a snmple which is npproxirnatcly !)2%
saturated. Because the presence uf water in the pores inhibits pore crushing,
little dispersion or peak strcm attenuation appears [luring the durntion of the
experiment. The slopes of t.lw unloading stress-strtin curves dccrcww by n
factor of two i,w the strms (Iltqm Wc bclicvc the “glitch” in these curves at
about 230 MPw is duc to liquifuction of the snmp]c. This iHdiscuwxl flwthcr
l)clo\v

4. DISCUSSION
Before continuing the discussion of the gas gun experiments, we show the following numerical wave propagation example to clarify a number of effective
stress concepts and how they manifest thmnselves in a propagating wave. The
laboratory data for shear strength and pressure-volume behavior used to set up
this calculation are from unpublished data on Salem, Indiana limestone by S.
Blouin of Applied Research Associates and J. Zelasko of the US Army Waterwayg Experiment Station.
Figure 3 shows the P– V relationships for the limestone during a load-unload
cycle. The peak mean stress in this cycle reaches about 575 MPa, while the
compression of the pore space and the pore water in it generates a pore water
pressure of about 425 MPa. The effective pressure, defined for this model as
the difference between these two pressures, reaches a peak level of about 130
MPa. Even though this is a fully saturated material, this is still sufficient to
cause partially irreversible pore crushing. This pore crushing then leads to the
steeper unloading response for the material as a whole, and the hysteresis in
the total F’ - V curve. On unloading, the total pressure and the pore pressure
cumes intersect at about 220 MPa. At this point the effective pressure is zero
and liquefaction is assurncd to occur. At liquefaction, the model assumes that a
condition of pervasive rnicrohydraulic fracturing will occur, and consequently,
further unloading will proceed with pressure equilibrium between the rock solids
and the pore water. For materials with non-zero shear strength, the model
assumes that this I.iquifaction condition will lead to total loss of shear strength,
An illustration of the use of this model in a wave propagation calculation is
shown in Fig. 4. This calculation assumes 1-D uuiaxia.1strain boundary conditions with a sawtooth wave of 10 ms duration :Ipplicd as a pressure boundary
condi tion. A sawtooth is a convenient simplification of the wave shape produced by an explosion. The waveforms in the figure arc time-histories at 20 m
intervals beginning at 20 m rangt’. ANeart1w cnd of each waveform, the point,
at which the liquifact ion condition is rcac.kd is shown. The relatively shallow
slope of the P – V material response under these conditions (see Fig. 3) gives
this portion of the wave a slower propagation speed and causes the tail ci the
wave to be stretched uut w it propagates. The leading edge of the wave show-s
a break a+ about 150 MPa which is duc to the softening of the P – V rmponsc
at this pressure caused by the onset of significant amounts of pore cruhing.
A more substantial break occurs at about 200 MPa tmd is due to the onset of
shear failure.
These rww.lts put us in a position to umlcrst nncl the nmrly suturatcd limestone cxpcrimcnt. Wc first modclccl the dry nxpcriment in n 1-D muncricnl
moflcl of tLc cxpcrimcnt mlapparatus. The cffcctivr pressure porosi t,y ttilde wm
mlju~tcd until n rr.nsomddc fit of thc dry limestone wmwforms wm ol)t nimxl,
Wc then UH(XI this to model the mwrly mturntcd Iimcstunc cxprrimcnt, (Itlr
rmults MC HIK)w1:in Figure 21) t(@hcr
with the cxprrimcntnl dntn. only mw
of thr mmwrical cxprrimcnt’~ gngc rmult:] i~ Hhown Iwcullw: thry nrc w) t+inli5

lar due to the negligible attenuation of the wave. The dashed line shows the
numerical results for the tot al and effective longitudinal stress plotted against
the longitudinal strain. The differences between the model results and the experiment are consistent with sample to sample variability we have observed in
this limestone. Notice that between 25 and 30 millistrain during unloading the
effective stress drops to zero leading to a liquefaction condition. This coincides
with the “glitch” in the experimental stress-strain records and suggests the
interpretation that liquefaction is also occuring in the gas gun experiment.
The carbon piezoresistive stress gages arc contained within a thin (0.1 mm)
layer of epoxy used to bond the rock (li*ks together. Although this does not
affect the stress wave risetime or tilt iid~lity of the rccordcd peak stress, the
abrupt change in shear stress across this boundary i IS the rock, but not the
epoxy, liquifies can cause a change in gage response due to the slight transverse
sensitivityy of the gage element. The I.iflllifaction of the rock can also allow
a bending or buckling response of the thiu epoxy Iaycr. These effects have
not been quantified. They would be best addressed experimentally because of
the difficulty of numerically modeling the response of such a small inclusion.
However, our qualitative interpretation is supported by the presence of the
effect in all threw gage records.
5. CONCLUSIONS
We have implemented a numerical mcdel for effective stress phenomena and
compared it to expmimcntal results on nearly saturated limestone samples.
We see good agreement between the model and the experimental data. The
model indicates increased stress wave attenuation due to pore crushing under
saturated conditions. This pore crushing also can lead to liquefaction of the
rock after the peak of the stress wave passes. Such conditions should also occur
near explosions in saturated rock masses.
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Figure Captions
Fig. 1. Stress-time histories k
carbon gages embedded in a dry Lueders
limestone snmple at 1.273,2.560, and 3.833 cm. The sample was loaded through
a 1.278 cm thick aluminum plate by a 5.085 cm thick 1100-0 aluminum flyer
impacting at 174.9 m/s. Stress-strain curv~ are derived by Lqgrangian analysis.
Fig. 2. Stress-time histories for a 92.3% suturatcd Luedem limestone sample.
Gagea were located 1.295, 2.576, and 3.856 cm into the sample. Sample was
loaded through a 1.270 cm thick aluminum plate by a 5.083 cm thick 6061-T6
aluminum flyer plate impacting at 170 m/s. Stress-strain curves are derived by
Lagrangian analysis. Also shown by dashed lines are numerical model predictions.
Fig. 3. Unitial strain load-unload cunres for a oompl.etely saturated limestone.
Shown are the longitudinal stress component, the mean stress, the pore water
pressure, and the efkctive mean stress, which is defined here as the difference
between the mean total stress and the pore water pressure. Arrmm indicate
the loading portion of each curve.
Fig. 4. Time-histories of longitudinal stress for a sawtooth wave traveling under
uniaxial strain conditions. Successive waveforms are at 20 m internals along the
direction of propagation.
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